
April 7, .1975

President Donald F. Horrilg

Levi C. Ada-.s

Subject: Status of Administration/Sankdre Negotiations

The attached report summarizes the current state of discussions.

In submitting this report, I am constrained to make several observations.

(1) Although there was student participation in a number of these discussions,
the proposals should not be taken as entirely representative of student views.
Accordingly, doors to the administration must remain open to OUAP, the CMS A, and the
SNMA.

(2) The. Sankore Society is not inflexible on most issues, but counter
proposals must have substance, if they are to serve to advance the discussions. The
paucity of constructive counter proposals has been extremely disappointing.

(3) The current fiscal crises obliges us to make certain modifications in
our requests in the spirit of true negotiations-The administration should not be
deluded into believing that we will lose sight en our original goals.
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Sankore Negotiations 1

In May, 1973 , the Sankore Society, in support of positions developed by three
of the university's black deans, submitted a number of specific recommendations to
the administration concerning the reaf f irtaation of Brown University's commitment
to it's black community . Tliess reconsaendations were based largely upon the Dace— bar
1968 agreements between the university and black students enrolled at Pembroke
ana The College at that time.

On June 2, 1973, the Brown University Corporation adopted a resolution
reaffirming the university's commitment to the goals set forth in the 1963
agreements. As a follow-up to that corporation resolution the Sankore Society-
initiated discussions with the administration during the 1.973-74 academic year.
The intent of the discussions was to detail the specifics of a demonstration of the
university's commitment to blacks. These discussions did not prove to be fruitful
and in the Spring of 1974 efforts to convene the representatives conducting the
discussions were abandoned.

In the Fall of 1974, the Sankore Society voted to direct its executive
committee to make a determined effort to have the negotiations resumed. The
rationale for the vote was that the university must be given every opportunity to
honor its words with deeds, and that the black community at Brown had an
obligation to attempt to define the nature of these deeds. It was a majority
opinion that these attempts be made in the true spirit of honest negotiations
and that no techniques be employed which could reasonably be interpreted as efforts
to intimidate.

The request for renewed discussions was accepted by the administration, and
on November 12, 1974 the President's office sent a memorandum to those persons
who were to represent the administration (selected by the President) , and to those
persons who were to represent the Sankore Society (selected by the Sankore executive
committee), requesting that the leaders of each negotiating team arrange to resume
discussions at an "early opportunity." The memorandum also noted the desirability
of having student participation inthe discussions on admissions, financial aid,
counselling and support services, the Graduate School and the Medical School.

Over the five months since that time, a number of formal and informal
meetings have taken place. Some proposals have been formally agreed to, and
indeed the university has already acted in accordance with the agreements. Other
proposals have been agreed to informally (verbally) according to reports given by
Sankore negotiators, but for one reason or anqther no written, agreements 'or posi-
tions were received in these cases. Still other agreements were reached in
principle but university representatives wished to have the requirements more
precisely defined before formally consulting the university to a course of action.
. finally, a large number of proposals were not agreed to in any form and they remain
unresolved, with no counter proposals under consideration.

The remainder of this report is a category and item presentation of the
sals, the agreements, and the unresolved issues. No attempt has been made

differentiate between those proposals that were accepted formally and those
Chat were accepted informally. On the basis of a lack of significant motion
vi a large number of substantive areas, the Sankore Society is persuaded that it
is noL profitable to continue negotiations until the administration offers counter

proosals
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proposals that are reasonable and a timetable for completing discussions en these
proposals. It is hoped that the president will lend the full weight of his office
to an effort to convince administrative officers that these issues can be resolved
and that he has delegated to them ample authority to speak for the university.
Perhaps in this context the administration's negotiators will feel that the
unresolved issues merit alternative proposals and reasonable timetables for
completion.

THE ISSUES, PROPOSALS, AND RESULTS:

A.) Academic Programs^
"Further, the Program in Afro-American Studies....will be continued."

Corporation, resolution, adopted June 2, 1973

PROPOSAL #1; That the university agree to strenghan the research facilities
of the Afro-American Studies Program through provision of research assistants
and an ample budget for library acquisitions.

STATUS: unresolved

PROPOSAL #2: That the university take steps to incorporate Rites and Reasons
as the arts component of the Afro-Amarican Studies Program, thereby enabling
students to receive credit for such activities when, the EPG approves a formal
proposal.

STATUS: unresolved

FR.OPQSAL #3: That the university expedite the completion of the PVA for a
faculty member in dance, which was agreed to by the Provost during the
1973-74 academic year.

STATUS: unresolved T

PROPOSAL #4_: That the university authorize an additional faculty appointment
in the Afro-American Studies Program (in anthropology)

STATUS: unresolved

PROPOSAL /-5: That the university honor the request of the Program Director
to have the contracts of two current faculty members extended to three years,
rather than one.

STATUS: unresolved

PROPOSAL £6: That the university agree to the creation of at least two
tenured faculty positions in the Afro-American Studies Program.

STATUS: unresolved

PROPOSAL 1-1: That the administration plan a review of the Afro-Amarican
Studies Program during the 1976-77 year, for the purpose of determining
whether the program should be advanced to full departmental status. The
occurrence of such a review should be contingent upon the acceptance of other
proposals related to the improvement of the Program.
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PR pro SAL -''-8: Tin at the university agree to provide for released time from
some teaching duties for persons in other departments who are interested in
teaching an occasional course in Afro—American Studies.

STATUS: unresolved

PROPOSAL /• 9: That the university support the participation of the Afro-
American Studies Program in the Rhode Island Black Studies Consortium.

STATUS: unresolved

PROPOSAL rlO: That the university agree to continue support for the attempts
of faculty in the program to raise monies from outside the university.

STATUS: unresolved

PROPOSAL #11: That the university act to endorse the resolution of the
Afro-American Studies Program faculty which was submitted to the Dean, of
Academic Affairs on November 4, 1974, and which concerns guidelines for
program evaluation.

STATUS: unresolved

B.) Admissions & Financial Aid
"Recruiting efforts will be maintained at a level which is designed to attract
an ade quate and growing number of qualified minority group applicants..."

— Corporation Resolutions, adopted June 2, 1973.

PROPOSAL £1: That the university declare a first priority policy of pro-
portional black undergraduate representation in enrollment, consistent with
the 1968 agreement; and that a system of accountability and frequent
evaluation be devised and publicized fortwirth.

STATUS: unresolved

PROPOSAL -'-2: That, beginning with the 1975-76 admission season, at least
one black admissions officer should be named an assistant director and
should have as his primary responsibility the handling of minority admissions
affairs; and, at least one additional black admissions officer should have a
significant responsibility for handling '̂ minority admissions affairs.

• 4.
STATUS: unresolved

PROPOSAL v3: That beginning in 1975-76, funding and university procedure
should be adjusted in such a way as to have glack undergraduates — under
the supervision of the admissions office visiting secondary schools that
are predominantly black for recruitment purposes.

J125Ẑ §AL_lir: That the university take steps to arrest the decrease in the
number of person hours within the admissions office devoted to black
admissions affairs



PHOP0SAL /;b: That the university reconstruct admissions officer territorial
assignments so as to permit black admissions officers to devote more effort
to black candidates.

STATUS: Agreed in principle

PROPOSAL 1:6: That the university immediately alter admissions office
applications materials in such a way as to give candidates the option
to declare that they are black.

STATUS: unresolved

PROPOSAL #7: That the university provide the admissions office with a special
budget allocation for the purpose of "wooing" black candidates, (e.g., funds
for publications, campus visits, etc.)

STATUS: unresolved

P PROPOSAL 1:8- That the university agree to continue and reinforce the black
admissions procedures already in force, such as the use of refectory
vouchers.

STATUS: Agreed

PROPOSAL #9: That the level of financial aid continue to be unrelated to
academic performance.

STATUS: Agreed

PROPOSAL #10; That when a student obtains non-governmental outside gift • ~
assistance, the university reduce only the loan component of ::his financial -
aid package. '

STATUS: unresolved

PROPOSAL #11: That the university financial aid office, in collaboration
with the Sankore Society and the OUAP, develop detailed job rationing criteria
which can be used in assigning self-help, contributions at the end of the
freshman year.

STATUS: unresolved '̂

PROPOSAL #12: That the university reduce the summer earnings expectations
of black students to a point xrtiich more reasonably reflects the rising and
disproportionate national unemployment among blacks.

STATUS: unresolved

PROPOSAL #1_3: That the travel allowance be adjusted upward by twenty per cant.

unresolved
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PROPOSAL, £4: That faculty and administrative space for the Af ro-Ar.<erican
Studies Program be allocated in such a fashion as to isolate or insulate
classroom and ad.Eiin.istrafive space from the theater arts area by:
(a) soundproofing or (b) providing space in other buildings.

STATUS: unresolved

E,) Faculty and Staff:

"Brown also values highly the contributions that its black faculty
members have made and will intensify effort to increase their number here."

Corporation resolution., adopted June 2, 1973.

PROPOSAL #1: That the university establish hiring goals for black people
at all levels, both tenured and non-tenured, of the faculty. These goals
should be clearly stated and framed within the general context of Brown's
attempt to secure a substantial and meaningful number of black people at all
levels in the university.

PROPOSAL #2: That the university be committed in good faith to a continuous
and concerted search for minority administrative staff and other personnel
for all available university positions; and that whenever possible, uinority
students be involved in the selection process.

STATUS: Although these proposals were included in the initial discussions
with the university in 1973-74, the significant fiscal problems of the
university in 1974-75 rapidly thrust Sankore into a position of trying to
hold on to the faculty and staff -already in place.

PgOPOSAL £4: That the Dean of Academic Affairs retain in immediate view a
list of all black faculty and staff when reviewing departmental budgets;
and that in this context a conscious effort be made to preserve black faculty
and staff. __

STATUS:. Agreed

PROPOSAL /M: That the university administration review Brown's policies for
retrenchment in the light of the facts that: (a) each black employee is
making a unique contribution to the university; (b) Brown, is still far from
achieving satisfactory goals in fair employment; (c) it is vital that the charscte
of the university remain as an international, pluralistic and humane
institution.

STATUS: Agreed in principle

PROPOSAL :'-'5: That the university complete the development of a comprehensive
and aggressive affirmative action plan; and that the details of the nlan as
well as the administrations' strong commitment to its implementation be
widely publicized, both inside and outside the university.
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]PROPOSAL_Kl2_ That the Graduate School's admissions policies on minority
students be re-exarr.in.ed, and brought in line with the university's policy
for undergraduate minority students.

STATUS; Agreed

PROPOSAL /-2: That the minority fellowship program be retained at its
1974-75 funding level.

STATUS: Agreed

PROPOSAL 1:3: That alleged bias and discrimination in the M.A.T, program
be investigated by the Dean of the Graduate School and corrections be
made where appropriate.

STATUS: Agreed

PROPOSAL £4: That the Graduate School vigorously pursue an effort to
maintain constructive and on-going dialogue with the Graduate Minority
Student Association as a means of resolving problees which they have
identified related to: (a) representation of minority students on
decision making councils; (b) representation of Minority students in
graduate programs of individuals departments; (c) allocation of prize fellow-
ship funds; (d) review of student grievance procedures; (e) improvement
of student grievance procedures; (e) improvement of student-departmental
advisors relationships; and (f) assigning minority affairs to a black
staff person as a primary responsibility.

STATUS: Agreed in principle

G.) The Medical Education Program:

PROPOSAL /,-'!: That the Medical Education Proga-m formally adopt the
recommendations related to the university's commitment which constituted
the 1968 agreements.

STATUS: Agreed

PROPOSAL $2: That the university set a ;goal of approximately 12 per cent
minority representation in each of the Medical Education Program classes.

COUNTER PROPOSAL: That minority representation in the Medical Education
Program reflect the minority representation in the general U.S. population.

STATUS: • Agreed

PROPOSAL :';3: That the university set a goal of graduating approximately
12 per cent minority students in each class beginning 1980.

CCiiiMTF.Pv. PROPOSAL: That, the number of minority students graduating from the
Program in Medicine should approximate their representation in the program's
overall enrollment.
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Medical Education Program: (con' t)

t there be a special orientation for university admissions
officers to familiarize them vith the admissions goals- of the Medical
Education. Program, in regard to 'minority candidates.

STATUS: Agreed

PROPOSAL /-:5: That there be a specific individual assigned to the
recruitment of blacks.

STATUS: unresolved

COUNTER PROPOSAL: That an informal recruitment network be established
using black physicians and alumni in key areas around the nation.

STATUS: Agreed as a temporary solution

PROPOSAL p6: That the Medical Education Program reduce the size of the
class entering as college freshmen in order to facilitate the entry of
minority students to the first year of the Program in Medicine.

STATUS^: Agreed that an effort will be made to limit the college freshman
class to forty (40) students.

PROPOSAL /,•?:• That the Medical Education Program make a commitment to the
provision of adequate personal counselling and tutorial services.

STATUS: Agreed in principle, definitions needed

PROPOSAL £8: That the Medical Education Program provide adequate Mental '
Health services to assist minority students adjust to the Brown environment,

STATUS: unresolved

PROPOSAL u9: That adequate academic counselling pertaining to course
selection, srquencing and pairing during the collegiate years be provided.

STATUS: Agreed to evaluate the current system and fortify when necessary

PROPOSAL irW: That a prematriculation academic enrichment and cultural
adjustment program be instituted for the* Program, in Medicine.

STATUS: unresolved

PROPOSAL rlO: That a specific Sum of money be set aside for providing
significant financial aid to a specific number of minority group students
each vear.
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••' - ) .ill? Medical Education Prograir. (con' t)

PROPOSAL rll: That the university provide adequate financial support
to the Brown chapter of the Student National Medical Association.

STATUS : Agreed that such support can reasonably be allotecl from student
activities funds.

S_AL_£12_: That in regards to faculty and administrative staff, the
Program continue its present posture of adhering to affirmative action
guidelines as set forth by the university ESO officer in anticipation of an
approved affirmative action plan.

STATUS : Agreed

PROPOSAL #13_:_ That the LEAP for local high school students be continued.

STATUS : Agreed in principle (provided outside funding available)

Jl Jl j'. Jl 41 ji Jl Ji j; ji j i ji ji Ji J: Ji Ji Ji J i j i Jl
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